Abs1ract-We consider the problem of estimating vector valued variables from noisy "relative" measurements. The measurement model can be expressed in terms of a graph, Whose nodes correspond to the variables being estimated and the edges to noisy measurements of the difference between the two variable� associated wit h the corresponding nodes (Le., their relative values). This type of measurement model appi'ars in several sensor networks problem.
I�TRODUCT10N
We consider the estimation or n vector-valued variables Xl, X2. " •.. j;lI E. IRk based on several noisy "relative mea surements" ('j. The measurement indexes (i, j) take values in some set E of pairs of values from V := {l, 2, . . " , n}.
The term "relative" COmes frCJm the measurement model consiJeresi:
\f(i,j) E"E.
(
where the Eij are uncorrelatcd zero-mean noise vectors with covariance matrice"s Ru = E(Ei.i<J Just with relative measuremenlS, determining the :r is is ' only possible up to an additive constant. To avoid this ambi guity, we assume thai a part icular variable (say" :ro, 0 E V) is used as the reference anJ therefore :l'o = U.
The measurement-equations (11 can be expressed in terms a directed graph r; = (V.E) with IVI = n vertices (nodes) and lEI = In edges. with an edge between two nodcs i and j if the measurement (ij is avai lable. The vector :Z:i is called the irlr node variable. In this paper we investigate how the structure of the graph G affects the "quality" of the optimal estimate Xi of Xi. We investigate asymptotic bounds on the error variance of the est imate of a node's variable as a function of the node's distance from the reference node. When G is a tree. there is a single path between the ith and the reference node ,md one can show that the covariance matrix of the esti i nation error is the sum of the covariance matrices associated with this path. Thus. for trees. the variance of the UMV estimation erro r of :ri, i.e .. Xi -ii grows linearly with the graphical distance from theith to the reference nodt:. By tht: graphical distance between two nodes we mean the minimum number of edges one has to traverse in going from one node to the other. It turns out that for graphs "denser" [han trees. [he variance of the UMV estimation error can grow less than linearly with distance.
The graph theoretical concept of drawing allows one to develop a "uitable notion o f graph "density/sparsity." The drawing of a graph is simply a function that maps its nodes to points in lRd• d 2: 1. A graph is said to be cil'ili;:.ed1 if its nodes can be drawn in ]R'<I such that 0) there is a minimum distance between every two nodes and (ii) there is a maximum distance r between nodes connected by an edge. Intuitively, the nodes and edges of civilized graph are "suffi ciently sparse to be drawn in Ed without too much clutter." A graph is said to be deilse in ]Rd if its nodes can be drawn in ]Rd such that (il every ball in Rd with diameter -y contains at leas! one node and (ii) any two nodes with distance smaller than p arc connected by an edge. Intuitively. dense graphS with sufficient ly large p compared to -y have "sufficiently many nodes and edges to cover Ed without holes." The two concepts above allow one to characterize precisely how the variance of llu: UMV estimation error grows wi[h distance. Tabl e ] summarizes the main results of this paper.
A crucial step in proving the results in Table I . is to establish that the covariance matriccs of the UMV est ima tion errors are numerically equal to effective resistance in a suitably defined electrical circuit. Such equivalence was first noted by Karp et al. [7] for scalar measurements (k = 1). Here. we prove that )his also holds for vector measurements. provided thal one considers a generalized electric circuits in which curr enl s and vol1ages are vectors and resi stances arc matrices.
A. Relevance {() Sensor Networks
This estimation problem addressed in this paper has multiple applications in the area of sensor networks. Some of these are summarized below :
Positiol! estimation: suppose that in a region where a sensor network is deployed. there are n " nodes " whose positions we wam to esti mate. moving in the plane with unit velocity and directions specified by anglc s :ri. Each node is onl y able to measure, with some error. the difference in angl e of its own heading with respect to the headings of their neighboring agents. The goal is to c5timare the headings of the agents in a consistent coordinate system and usc that to reach a consensus in the direction of motion ' [4] .
For most problems thaI arise in the context of sensor networks there are "nalUral drawings" that are physically meaningful and for Wllich one would expect the graphs to be civilized and/or dense in appropriate Euclidean spaces. Indeed. in all the examples discussed above, the variables :r, refer to properties of objects, so [he measurement graph c:
could be "drawn" by associating to each node the Cartesian position of the corresponding object (either in R lR 2, or lR3 depending on the problem). Such a drawing would be civilized as long as (i) there is a minimum distance between each two objects and (ii) the sensors used to obtain the relative measurements Cj have limited range. In this case, the formula� in the second column of Table I provide explicit lower-bounds on the variance of the estimation error for :1'" as a function of the distance between the corresponding obj ect and the referel1ce one. Note that even if the objects are in 3d-space. it may be possible to obt ain a civilized drawing in ]R2 (or even iR) provided that They essentially lie in a :l-D surface (or in a line).
The natural drawing considered above would be de/!se if (i) every ball in with a gi ven diameter I contains at least one object and (ii) a relative measurement is availah le for every two objects with distance smaller than p. In this case.
the formulas in the third column of Table I provide upper bounds on the variances of the estimation errors. Formally.
dense graphs must be infinite. However. in practice all that matters is that both the reference object and the ohjt:ct· whose variable one wants to estimate fall spatially within the remaining objects.
B. Related Work
Among the applications cited above. the problem of node To the best of our knowledge, the effect of the graph structure on the estimation accuracy has not been studies before for any of the applications mentioned.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we provide rhe complete problem fonnulation and review the UMV estimator. In section III we describe the analogy between the UMV estimator covariance matrix and effec'tive resistance in a suitably defined generalized electrical network. We also establish bounds on the effective resistance bounds for special graphs and other useful tools needed in subsequent sections. In Sc{:tion IV we dis-=uss grapll drawings and formally introduce the concepts of dense and civilize d .g raphs. The main results of t he paper are stated and proved in Section V. Section VI contains some final conclusions and directions for future work.
II. UMV ESTIMATION FROM RELATIVE MEAS U REM ENTS
Let X be a vector in R(n -l)k obtained by stacking together all the unknown node variables Xi, i E V \ 0, i.e.,
lRknr. Eq. (1) can now be rewritten as follows:
where U' is an appropriately defined measurement matrix. The covariance matrix of the measurement error vector T is a symmetric' positive defini te block diagonal matrix which has the edge error covariances along the diagonal:
We seek an estimate for X as a linear combination of the available measurements Z that' yields an unbiased estimate and achieves minimum estimator error variance.
The solution to this problem is the Unbiased Minimum
Variance (UMV) Estimator. For the measurement model (2), the UMV estimate of X is given by [81
and the covariance 1: of the estimation error is given by
For a connected graph, the estimation error covariance matrix in (4) always exists and is of finite norm [1].
III. ANALOGY WITH ELECTRICAL NETWORK
To establish our main result we will use the fact that the error variance of the UMV estimator is equivalent to the effective resistance in an appropriately defined generalized resistive electrical network where edge currents and poten tial drops are vectors in IRk ( called generalized curnmlS and generalized potential drops) and resistances are matrices in IRh k (called generalized resistallces).
A
The functi on V is called a potential associated with i. From the measurement graph G = (V, E), we form the generalized electrical network N(C) = (V, E. R) in the following way. N(G) has the sanlC nodes and edges as in G. and the generaliz.ed electrical resistallce R(e) of every edge e E E is set equal to the covariance matrix R( e ) of the measurement error vector associated with the corresponding edge e E E.
The following is the main result of this s�ction: .
2) The cOJlariaiwe lIIatrix between the estimation envrs· of Xu alld x I' is numerically equal CO R.';f,;, ��. where 0 is the reference !lode.
The proof is omitted for lack of space; the interested reader may cansutt In. We recall thill a graph G 0:= (V.E) can be em bedded in another graph G = (V. E). if there 15 an injective map I) :
The map '1] is called the embeddillg.
Theorem 3 (Generalized Rayleigh's Monotonicity Law).
[1/ COllsider two gOJemli::.ed electrical Iletworh with graphs C = (V. E) alld C: = (V. E)
' alld matrix resistances R alld R. respectively-If c: call be embedded in C: 11'ith (lIZ embedding 17 and R(e) 2: R(f/(e)). Ve E E.
Now we formally define lattices. A doD lattice ill ]Rd is a graph thaI has a vertex at every point in iRd with integer coordinates and an edge between every two vertices with an Euclidean distance of '1 between them. We denote lhe doD lattice in lRd by Zd.
For any integer Ii. the h-fuzz G(h) of a graph G is the graph ohtained from G by adding an edge (1/, v) whenever tlte grapllical distance between the nodes u and 1) is less than or equal to It [31. 
A graph G can be drawn in a civili::.ed mallner in . For a pair (G. 1). the minimulII discollnected range is defined by
(u.v),tE lI,"tLE F. ll,i-U and the maximwll uncovered diameter by3 "y:0=: sup {J: I(V) n Eo # 0, VBo}. (9) where the universal quantification spans over all balls Bo with diameter J. Note that)' is the diameter of the largest open ball that can be placed in ]Rd not containing the drawing of any node, and p is the maximum range that if the two nodes are within a Euclidean distance p of each other in the drawing of G, they are guaranteed to have an edge between them in G. The two theorems presented here are the main results of the paper. Again. "resistance" is used to denote generalized resistance for brevity.
Let G be a connected graph when it is regarded as undi rected and let LUD 'denote the UMV estimator variance of x,,'s estimate with node 0 as the reference. Sup p ose thaI the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the measurement error covariance matrices associated with the edges in G are upper and lower bounded between two positive numbers O';'w x and o}",n' respectively. 
2) If G is cil'ili;:.ed ill ]R2. then 2:!J,O > n(log(dJ( u, o)/r))o:",;" h. 3) IfG is civilized inlR3• then E".o? n(l)a;;"';,,/".
Proof' We will prove the second stalement (for R2).
The statements for graphs that arc civi lized in 1R and &3
can be proved in a similar way. is an electrical network constructed hy assigning equal resistances a;"inh· to every edgc in Z�ho). Denote this effective resistance by R�� ' j' Therefore_ EII,<J 2 R���. We now determine a l ower bound on R�ffii'
From theo rem 4. R'ta ;::: n(log(dzo(fi.o)lho))o�'i"h. Since L tA.O ::; Retl.· (n. 0), the desired result follows.
To obtain the upper bound in terms of the graphical distance do, consider the scenario when the graph C; is a tree and the node u is at a graphical distance dC (ll, 0) from the reference in C. From Rayleigh's monotonicity law, the effect ive resistance in this case woulu be lower than or equal to that if all edge resistances were equal to t he maximum possible value crm(! Lh, which, with the eleClrical analogy gives us Eu.o S dc (tl. o)cr;',,'xh,
•
VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
Fo r two classes of grap hs ' civilized and dense in lRd , 1 ::; d S 3, we establisheu asymptotic lower and upper bounds on the variance of a node vari able x,, ' s optimal linear estimate as a function of the node's Euclidean distance from the reference node in a drawing of the graph.
The main results are ,summarized in table I. Although the drawing of a grap h is not unique, in practice this distance, in,tlle,drawing can be direct ly related to the distance in physical space where the object s in the network are located.
!I is reasonable to expeci that real sensor networks will satisfy the criteria for being civilized and lIenee the [ower bounds derived here wi l l hold in practice. The cri teria for 'dense graphS unckr which the upper bounds hold may be conservative . Future research will concentrate on improving (hese bounds.
Although only order estimates were presented here in the interest of clarity. they can be easily made tighter by keeping all the terms in the tleriyation. Such bounds can be a useful tool in designi ng networks, since they establish It may not be feasible in practice II) directly employ the UMV estimator due to its centralized processing. However.
our focus is on invest igating fundamental limils of estima, t ion accuracy, hence we consider the LIMY estimator since it achieves the minimum possible variance among all linear estimators. Future research directions inclUde conSidering constraints on energy consumption and routing complexity in developing estimation procedures.
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